
In the 1950s a Toronto neighbourhood of immigrant communities was wiped off the map in order to make 
way for a new City Hall.  We weren’t alive then.  We grew up hearing nothing about The Ward.  We found 
out about it by accident. 
 
Post No Bills takes place in a subterranean archive, a world of clay figures and blank spaces. Here, a 
wandering intruder searches for home and encounters a strange assembly of workers who attempt to put 
history through their bodies. Music, grandparents, citizenship papers, Bharatanatyam, archaeology, 
sensual dancing and way too many boxes collide in a phantasmagoria of personal responses to a vanished 
part of our city.  
 

As a part of Then They Fight’s Then Speak series, Post No Bills is a collective creation exploring alternative 
Canadian narratives as a part of our county’s 150th anniversary celebrations. Over the past six months, our 
collective has explored two stories: the history of The Ward, Toronto’s former immigrant community, 
located underneath New City Hall and the Discovery District, and our own individual paths that have led 
us to calling this city home.  
 
To uncover ths history of The Ward, our collective has done extensive literary, artistic and scholarly 
research into the representations of The Ward, and learned about the many ways it has been 
remembered, and forgotten. In addition, we have sought out and interviewed writers, artists, activists, 
journalists, archaeologists, Ward residents, as well as current Torontonians to learn from their 
perspectives. 
 
Our second path has been learning about our own histories and orgins. Our collective includes recent 
Canadian citizens, permanent residents, first and generation immigrants, as well as older Canadian 
families. Through writing our own origin stories, learning songs from each other’s families, having potlucks 
with a truly international assortment of food, and sharing family stories, we have learned more about our 
own pasts and about each other. These experiences and moments have been captured in the show, in 
order to show that by learning the history of a place we learn the stories of the people who share that 
space together, or side by side.  

 
 


